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Personalised ambient media

service providers, such as Google, will dominate this market. However, finding content is only part of the process. Content must be selected, filtered, scaled, and ... 
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PASSEPARTOUT (ITEA 04017)



PROJECT PROFILE



Personalised ambient media •••••••••••••••••••••••••



Access to home media content is ever easier as the number of sources for digital TV, packaged media and broadband content explodes everyday. The capability to control, access and present this content is a challenge for every family. However, those that can exploit the media will be able to use the knowledge and experience to enrich their lives. Some have suggested that web service providers, such as Google, will dominate this market. However, finding content is only part of the process. Content must be selected, filtered, scaled, and scheduled for presentation. Moreover, the home itself is changing as multiple in-home display devices, coupled to ambient control replace the single TV. The PASSEPARTOUT project is focused on bringing the use of scalable HD content into the lives of a family that is able to exploit the advantages of MPEG4 object oriented TV with metadata, in the context of a deep source of background content available for education via the web.



Maxima Scenario Key to the project is the Maxima scenario. This defines the role of a media-aware parent with the skills and aptitudes to use traditional and emerging media sources to maximum effect, in order to enrich the lives of their family. This includes solving challenges to the family members, such as disabilities or language learning; and maintaining and developing both family heritage and cultural awareness in a cosmopolitan community. They might also help the family to make a contribution to community media, such as Wikipedia, as a video repository. In the Maxima scenario we see the future of family infotainment as a participation in society and not just passive consumption. Who prepares the Content? The film, ‘Minority Report’, was shown at the ITEA Symposium in Amsterdam in October 2002. A scene where the lead character sorts and studies data files on a large screen impresses many of those who see this science-fiction film. With this visible approach to the handling of visual media and related metadata, the full value of the data is clear and it’s possible to create a presentation. The project will exploit this concept as a way of enabling parents and older children to manage content for the whole family to access. It will be demonstrated using ambient experience concepts for home usage, based on exploitation of the artistic potential of the media in the living space and the need to be entertained. Strong European Synergies The PASSEPARTOUT consortium plans to achieve its goals by encouraging close co-operation



•••••••••••••••• Partners ARTEMIS Institut National des Telecommunications BCE Centre Henri Tudor CharToon CWI-Amsterdam Cybercultus Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI) GRADIENT/LARES/IRUTIC Inria Loria Philips Applied Technologies Prewise Stoneroos Technische Universiteit Eindhoven Telvent Thomson R&D Universidad Politécnica de Madrid Universidad de Vigo V2_, Institute for the Unstable Media



Countries involved Finland France Luxembourg The Netherlands Spain
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ITEA Office



PROJECT PROFILE between key European players in the industry. Other projects being run within the ITEA and IST programmes have important pieces for our puzzle. Specifically, open source and P2P networks have enabled users to have a much greater say in the



A unique link to Korea Korea is the consumer electronics powerhouse of the 21st century. In the project, ETRI, the Korean Broadcast Research Center has a unique role in the exploitation of the concept of packaging of content and the TV-Any-time forum.



Eindhoven University of Technology Campus Laplace Building 0.04 PO box 513 5600 MB Eindhoven The Netherlands Tel : +31 40 247 5590 Fax : +31 40 247 5595 Email : [email protected] Web : www.itea-office.org



ITEA - Information Technology for European Advancement is an eight-year strategic pan-European programme for pre-competitive research and development in embedded and distributed software. Our work has major impact on government, academia and business.



way media is created and used in the home. We believe that most users will grasp this chance to improve their family’s life style and education. This influence on the technology is an explicit part of the Maxima scenario, i.e. the desire of European people to own their culture and language and to create it, is shared by all in the group. A focus on localization issues and language translation standards in multimedia content is a strong driver in the modelling of Object Oriented content forms that will open the path to more reactive design in the media.



Expected Results 1. Exploitation of MPEG4 and MPEG7 technology in broadband and optical storage media for scalable media 2. Links to the development of the TV-Anytime standard for PVR and the use of packaged media for broadcast, optical storage and broadband. 3. Coupling of new access technologies for broadband to the home media environment, and to access the issues of content aggregations and service at application level. 4. Coupling of WiMAX access networks to application issues for home networks



ITEA was established in 1999 as a EUREKA strategic cluster programme. We support coordinated national funding submissions, providing the link between those who provide finance, technology and software engineering. We issue annual Calls for Projects, evaluate projects, and help bring research partners together. We are a prominent player in European software development with some 9,000 person-years of R&D invested in the programme so far. ITEA-labelled projects build crucial middleware and prepare standards, laying the foundations for the next generation of products, systems, appliances and services. Our projects are industry-driven initiatives, involving complementary R&D from at least two companies in two countries. Our programme is open to partners from large industrial companies, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) as well as public research institutes and universities.
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Mongrel Media 

must get married first before he can become a shepherd himself. Asa's only hope for marriage on the ... weeks just following sheep. In the third week, we tried ...
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Mongrel Media 

The Carmen story owes part of its huge popularity to the thrilling combination of a .... on the knife's edge of survival, one is swept into DDK's brilliant fusion of ...
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Mongrel Media 

30 juin 2003 - Carlos in Sudan, and the hunt for him led by General Rondot,. I immediately had .... We were also shooting during elections in Lebanon, but this did not ..... Canada, the United States and Colombia. As a result, .... Since 2006,.
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This August Ellen wrapped Daniel. MacIvor's latest film .... Ed Harris' Academy Award-nominated Pollock (Sony Pictures Classics). At. Alliance Atlantis, she also ...
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We shaved his mustache and beard, darkened his hair and gave it a lot of volume and a bit of unruliness for dramatic effect.” Antonin Artaud (Portrait by Man Ray).
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Germany / USA, 2011, 35mm / color / 1.85:1, Dolby SRD, 91 min .... book of short stories and then wrote a performance called Things We Don't Understand and.
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Media kit 

Nous pouvons Ã©tablir diffÃ©rents types de collaboration allant de la revue de produit, Ã  l'article sponsorisÃ©, au concours ou encore Ã  la mise en place d'une ...
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Kasper said that there was this great spot at the end of the Lake. We found it and. Michael was like," I am going to f-king walk all the way to the end, I am going to ...
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not the kind of director who goes for daring camera movements or stunning ... years in the apartment block which is Matty's home in the movie, and it's also the.
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go to prison. In the case of this crisis, nobody has gone to prison, despite fraud that caused trillions of ..... Paul Volcker – An American economist who served as.
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Media Luna 

Le Tango est une question de route, pas de destination ". Alicia Pons. Page 6. " Le tango, c'est l'expression verticale d'un dÃ©sir horizontal". Angela Rippon ...
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Media Announcements 

5 juin 2013 - for men, business, communities, and the economy. ... d'administration de sociétés du classement FP500 et la porter à 25 pour cent d'ici 2017.
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Media release 

19 janv. 2017 - It is a whole collective of players that must catalyze our push for systemic transformation. EAT, as a strategic platform, is filling the need for a ...
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21 juil. 2008 - I went running after Zafer and said, â€œZafer, what was that beautiful tune? .... the score of Jimmy Carter Man From Plains including Amir ElSaffar.).
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Life, starring Emile Hirsch, Dakota Fanning, and Stephen Dorff. ... critically acclaimed novels Flowers For Algernon by Daniel Keyes, to be produced at Sony as a.
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